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An imprecise point p in the plane is a point represented by an imprecision region Ip

indicating the set of possible locations of the point p. We study separability problems 
for a set R of red imprecise points and a set B of blue imprecise points, where the 
imprecision regions are axis-parallel rectangles and each point p ∈ R ∪ B is drawn uniformly 
at random from Ip . Our results include algorithms for finding certain separators (which 
separate R from B with probability 1), possible separators (which separate R from B with 
non-zero probability), most likely separators (which separate R from B with maximum 
probability), and maximal separators (which maximize the expected number of correctly 
classified points).

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Separability problems are a natural class of problems arising in the analysis of categorical geometric data. In a bichro-
matic separability problem one is given a set of n points in Rd , each of which is categorized as either red or blue, and 
the goal is to decide whether the red points can be separated from the blue points by a separator from a given class of 
geometric objects. If a separator exists, one may also be interested in finding all separators or the separator minimizing 
a given cost function. In this paper we are interested in separability problems on imprecise points, that is, points of which 
the location is not know precisely. In the remainder of this introduction we first give an overview of the known results on 
separability problems for normal (that is, precise) points, then we discuss some existing work from computational geometry 
on imprecise points, and finally we state our results on separability problems for imprecise points.

Separability problems. For separators in the form of a hyperplane, the decision version of the separability problem can be 
solved by linear programming in O (n) time, when the dimension d is a fixed constant, as was observed by Megiddo [23]
already 30 years ago. Since then various classes of separators have been studied, mostly for the 2-dimensional version of the 
problem. O’Rourke et al. [27] studied separability problems for circular separators. They proposed an O (n)-time algorithm 
for deciding whether such a separator exists. Furthermore, they showed that the smallest and the largest separating circle 
(if they exist) can be found optimally in O (n) and O (n log n) time, respectively. The problem of finding a convex polygon 
with minimum number of edges separating the two point sets was solved by Edelsbrunner and Preparata [10] in O (n log n)

✩ A preliminary version appeared in the 14th Scandinavian Symposium and Workshop on Algorithm Theory (SWAT) 2014.
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time. Fekete [12] showed that separating two point sets by a simple polygon with minimum number of edges is NP-hard, 
and a polynomial-time O (log n)-approximation algorithm was presented by Mitchell [24].

Other results on the separability problem concern strips and wedges as separators [16,2,29]. Hurtado et al. [16] showed 
that deciding whether two point sets can be separated by a strip or a wedge can be done in O (n log n) time, which is 
optimal [2]. Hurtado et al. [16] also showed that all orientations of the separating strips can be found in O (n log n) time; 
after this, the separating strip with the minimum and maximum width can be computed in O (n) and O (n log n) time, 
respectively. Moreover, they showed that the separating wedge with the minimum and maximum angle can be computed 
in O (n log n) time. A thorough study of these types of separators is presented by Seara [29].

Inspired by the reconstruction of buildings from lidar
2 data, Van Kreveld et al. [17] presented an O (n log n)-time al-

gorithm to compute all orientations for which a separating rectangle exists. This was extended to L-shaped separators by 
Sheikhi et al. [30], who presented a worst-case optimal O (n2)-time algorithm to compute all orientations for which an 
L-shaped separator exists. They also gave an output-sensitive algorithm running in O (n8/5+ε + k log k) time, where k is the 
number of reported orientations and ε > 0 is any fixed constant.

Obviously it is not always possible to separate the given point sets by a separator of the given type. Houle [14,15]
therefore introduced weak separability, where the goal is to maximize the number of correctly classified points. For example, 
for linear separability the weak separability problem asks for a line � that maximizes the sum of the number of red points 
to the right of � and the number of blue points to the left of �. (A separator that correctly classifies all points is then called 
a strong separator.) For linear separators, Houle [14] showed that the weak separability problem can be solved in O (n2) time. 
Following that, Everett et al. [11] solved this problem in O (nk log k + n log n) time, where k is the number of misclassified 
points. Chan [6] presented an O ((n + k2) log n)-expected time algorithm for this problem, and Bereg et al. [4] showed that 
the problem is 3SUM-hard. Cortés et al. [7] presented an O (n2 log n)-time algorithm for the weak separability problem for 
a strip. Aronov et al. [3] studied the problem of measuring the quality of a weak separator according to how much work it 
would take (based on several distance functions) to move the misclassified points across the separator in order to make it 
a strong separator.

Imprecise points. In data-analysis problems involving geometric data, the data is typically obtained by gps, lidar, or some 
other imprecise measuring technology. Ideally, one would like to take this imprecision into account when analyzing the 
data. Within the computational-geometry literature, several models have been proposed to handle imprecision [8,18,25]. The 
most popular models associate with each data point p an imprecision region Ip , which indicates the set of possible locations 
of p. Typical choices for the imprecision regions are disks [28], axis-parallel rectangles or squares [18], and horizontal 
segments [18]. Horizontal segments model the situation where there is imprecision in only one of the coordinates, and 
rectangles or squares model the situation where the coordinates come from independent measurements. A point p with 
an associated imprecision region Ip is often called an imprecise point. Löffler [18] and Löffler and Van Kreveld [19,20]
studied several classical computational-geometry problems on imprecise points. In most problems they wanted to find 
certain “extremal” structures, such as the largest or smallest possible convex hull. De Berg et al. [5], on the other hand, 
studied the question whether a given structure is possible (for example, whether a given subset of the points could be the 
convex hull).

Some recent work on imprecise (or: uncertain) points considers probabilistic aspects. Suri et al. [31] presented two 
models for this. In the unipoint model each point has a fixed location and an associated probability of existence. In other 
words, one is given a set of potential locations, and at each potential location a point exists with a certain probability. In 
the multipoint model, each point has several potential locations with an associated probability. Suri et al. then studied the 
problem of finding the most likely convex hull, that is the convex hull with the maximum probability of occurrence. In the 
unipoint model they proposed an O (n3)-time algorithm for dimension d = 2, and showed that the problem is NP-hard for 
d � 3. In the multipoint model the problem is NP-hard even for d = 2. Agarwal et al. [1] proposed exact and approximation 
algorithms to compute the probability of a query point lying inside the convex hull of the input.

Our results. In this paper we study various separability problems for imprecise points. We extend the region-based impreci-
sion model to include probabilistic aspects. More precisely, we assume each point p is drawn from its imprecision region Ip
according to some distribution. In the current paper, we consider the uniform distribution. Throughout the paper we assume 
all the input imprecision regions are (relatively) open regions. Given a set R of red imprecise points and a set B of blue 
imprecise points, and a class of separators, we then wish to find

• a certain separator, which separates R from B with probability 1;
• a possible separator, which separates R from B with non-zero probability;
• a most likely separator, which separates R from B with maximum probability;
• a maximal separator, which is a weak separator that maximizes the expected number of correctly classified points.

In these problems, we require our separators to be strict, that is, we do not allow points on the separator. Thus (since the 
imprecision regions are open) a certain separator is a separator such that for any choice of points from the imprecision 

2
lidar stands for LIght Detection and Ranging, a popular remote-sensing technology.
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Table 1
Overview of our results in the plane. The imprecision regions are axis-parallel rectangles, except for HS which stands 
for horizontal segments as imprecision regions. The results labeled “approx” provide a (1 − ε)-approximation.

Separator Certain Possible Maximal

Line O (n) O (n logn) decision O (n2) exact

O (n logn) find all O ( n
ε6 log2 1

ε ) approx

Axis-parallel O (n) O (n) decision O (n3 logn) exact

Rectangle exact (HS) O (n2 logn) find all O (n2√
n)

O ( n
ε9 log5 1

ε ) approx

regions the separator is a strict separator. Similarly, a possible separator is a separator that is a strict separator for some 
choice of points.

Most of our results are for the case where the imprecision regions are axis-parallel rectangles. (We do not require the 
rectangles to be of the same size or aspect ratio.) Our results are as follows. In Section 2 we first observe that finding a 
certain separator can easily be done in O (n) time, both for linear separators and for rectangular separators. Finding possible 
separators is fairly easy as well: a possible linear separator can be found in O (n log n) time, while a possible rectangular 
separator can be found in O (n) time. We also show how to compute all possible linear separators in O (n log n) time. For 
rectangular separators we show how to compute all possible separators in O (n2 log n) time, which is close to optimal since 
there can be �(n2) combinatorially distinct possible separators. Most likely separators are a lot harder. Here we study 
the 1-dimensional case, which already turns out to be hard to solve, since it requires finding the maximum of a possibly 
high-degree polynomial.

In Section 3 we then turn our attention to weak separability. We present exact algorithms for linear separators (running 
in O (n2) time), for rectangular separators (running in O (n3 log n) time), and for rectangular separators when the imprecision 
regions are horizontal segments (running in O (n2√n) time). We also present O (n · poly(1/ε))-time (1 − ε)-approximation 
algorithms for weak separability for linear and rectangular separators; here poly(1/ε) denotes a polynomial in 1/ε. Our 
results are summarized in Table 1.

2. Strong separability

Let R be a set of red points and B be a set of blue points in the plane, with n := |R| + |B|. Each point p ∈ R ∪ B has 
an associated imprecision region Ip , which is an axis-parallel rectangle. In this section we give algorithms to find strong 
separators, that is, separators that classify all points correctly.

2.1. Certain and possible separators

Certain separators. A line (or other shape) is a certain separator if and only if all the red imprecision regions lie entirely on 
one side of it while all the blue imprecision regions lie entirely on the other side. Hence, deciding whether R ∪ B admits 
a certain separator is very easy: a line � is a certain separator if and only if the vertices of the red and blue imprecision 
regions lie in opposite (closed) half-planes defined by �, and so we can decide the existence of a certain separator by linear 
programming. Finding a rectangular certain separator is also easy: if there is an axis-parallel rectangle with, say, all red 
imprecision regions inside and all blue imprecision regions outside, then the bounding box of the red imprecision regions 
is a certain separator. Hence, we can test this in linear time. It is worth mentioning that we can also find an orthoconvex 
certain separator in optimal O (n log n) time by using the results of Ottmann et al. [26] as follows. Compute the orthoconvex 
hull of the set of all red corners in optimal O (n log n) time using the results of [26]. Then use a plane-sweep algorithm to 
test in O (n log n) time if all the blue imprecision regions are outside of the orthoconvex hull.

Possible separators. Finding possible separators is only slightly more involved than finding certain separators. First, consider 
linear separators. We wish to find a possible separator � (which we consider to be a directed line) that has the red points 
to its left and the blue points to its right. Then � is a possible separator unless there is a red imprecision region lying 
completely to the right of � or a blue imprecision region lying completely to the left. Thus, we proceed as follows.

Suppose we rotate the coordinate frame over an angle φ in counterclockwise direction, for some 0 � φ < 2π . We call 
the axes in this rotated coordinate system the xφ-axis and the yφ-axis. For a red imprecise point r ∈ R , let fr(φ) denote the 
minimum xφ-coordinate of any point in Ir . Similarly, let gb(φ) denote the maximum xφ-coordinate of any point in Ib; see 
Fig. 1. Now there is a possible separator that makes an angle φ +π/2 with the positive x-axis if and only if maxr∈R fr(φ) <
minb∈B gb(φ). Hence, to find whether there exists an angle φ that admits a possible separator we compute the upper 
envelope E+(F ) of the set F := { fr : r ∈ R} and the lower envelope E−(G) of the set G := {gb : b ∈ B}, and then check 
whether there is an angle φ where E+(F ) lies below E−(G). Observe that we can also find all possible separators, by 
finding the region of points above E+(F ) and below E−(G).

To compute E+(F ) we proceed as follows. Note that any two functions fr and fr′ intersect at angles defined by a 
common outer tangent of Ir and Ir′ . We now split the domain [0, 2π) of φ into four sub-domains of length π/2. Within 
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Fig. 1. The functions fr(φ) and gb(φ). Red imprecision regions are shaded. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. The lines �left , �right , �bot , and �top. The red central region C is shown in dark-orange. (a) Illustrating the case where �left lies to the left of �right and 
�bot lies below �top. (b) Illustrating the case where �left lies to the right of �right and �bot lies below �top. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

each sub-domain the vertex of a rectangle Ir that determines fr is fixed. Hence, within a sub-domain any two functions fr

and fr′ intersect at most once, namely at the angle determined by the line through the two relevant vertices of Ir and Ir′ . 
Hence, the complexity of E+(F ) is O (n) and it can be computed in O (n log n) time [13]. The same is true for E−(G).

We conclude that deciding whether a possible linear separator exists (and, if so, computing one) can be done in 
O (n log n) time and O (n) storage. Note that the fact that E+(F ) and E−(G) have complexity O (n) implies that the re-
gion of points above E+(F ) and below E−(G) also has complexity O (n). Thus we can actually compute (a representation 
of) all possible separators in O (n log n) time.

We now turn our attention to possible axis-parallel rectangular separators, where we assume without loss of generality 
that all red points should be inside and all blue points outside. Hence, we are looking for a rectangle σ such that no red 
imprecision region Ir is completely outside σ and no blue imprecision region is completely inside σ .

Consider all right edges of the red imprecision regions, and let �left be the vertical line through the leftmost of these 
edges. Clearly, any possible separator σ must have its left edge to the left of this line. Define �right as the vertical line 
through the rightmost of the left edges of the red imprecision regions, �bot as the lowest horizontal line through the top 
edges of the red imprecision regions, and �top as the highest horizontal line through the bottom edges of the red imprecision 
regions. We denote by C the rectangular closed region enclosed by these four lines and we call it the red central region; see 
Fig. 2. There are now several cases, depending on the relative positions of the lines �left, �right, �bot, and �top. For a separator 
σ we denote by int(σ ) its interior. For each of the four cases below we will define a test set C that helps us to decide if a 
rectangle σ is a possible separator.

(a) If �left lies to the left of (or on) �right and �bot lies below (or on) �top—Fig. 2(a)—then we say that C is a red central 
region of type (a). Define C := {C}.

(b) If �left lies to the right of �right and �bot lies below (or on) �top—Fig. 2(b)—then we say that C is a red central region of 
type (b). In this case we define C to be the set of all vertical segments in C that connect �bot to �top.

(c) If �left lies to the left of (or on) �right and �bot lies above �top then we say that C is a red central region of type (c). In 
this case we define C to be the set of all horizontal segments in C that connect �left to �right.

(d) If �left lies to the right of �right and �bot lies above �top then we say that C is a red central region of type (d). In this 
case we define C to be the set of all points of C .

Now it is easy to see that rectangle σ is a possible separator if and only if (i) there exists an object o ∈ C such that o ⊂
int(σ ), and (ii) each blue region has a non-empty intersection with the complement of σ . As a consequence, for an input 
instance of red and blue imprecise points, we can decide if a possible separator exists in O (n) time and storage. Indeed, 
if the red central region C is of type (a) we just need to check if each blue region intersects the complement of C , and 
if C is of type (b)–(d) then a possible separator always exists. Theorem 1 summarizes the results on certain and possible 
separators.

Theorem 1. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with an imprecision region that is an axis-parallel 
rectangle. For linear separators, we can decide in O (n) time and storage whether a certain separator exists for R ∪ B and in O (n logn)
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Fig. 3. Lower-bound construction for the number of extreme separators, consisting of a single red rectangle and two sequences of n/2 blue rectangles. Each 
pair of two consecutive north-east and two consecutive south-west blue region defines an extreme separator; the figure shows one such separator. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

time and O (n) storage whether a possible separator exists. For axis-parallel rectangular separators, both problems can be solved in 
O (n) time and storage.

If the imprecision regions are horizontal segments—there is only imprecision in the x-coordinates—then finding a possible 
linear separator can be done in O (n) time by linear programming. Note that the results on certain separators as well as the 
results on possible separators do not need the probability distribution within the uncertainty regions to be uniform.

2.2. Computing all extreme separators

Above we showed how to decide if the sets R and B of red and blue imprecision regions admit a possible separator. 
Recall that for linear separators our technique can also report all possible separators. In this section we show how to 
compute a concise representation of the (possibly infinite) set of all possible rectangular separators. To this end, we call an 
axis-parallel rectangle σ an extreme rectangular separator if and only if the following conditions hold:

(i) σ is not a possible separator, and
(ii) any σ ′ ⊆ int(σ ) for which there exists an object o ∈ C with o ⊆ int(σ ′) is a possible separator, where C is the test set 

defined on page 27, and
(iii) no axis-parallel rectangle σ ′′ ⊂ σ satisfies conditions (i) and (ii).

In order to avoid unbounded separators we assume all the imprecision regions are inside a large axis-parallel rectangle B
and we only consider extreme and possible separators that lie inside B. Now it is easy to verify that the set of all extreme 
rectangular separators captures the set of all possible rectangular separators. More precisely,

Observation 2. Let X be the set of all extreme rectangular separators. Then 
⋃

σ∈X �(σ ) is exactly the set of all possible separators, 
where �(σ ) denotes the set of all separators σ ′ satisfying the condition (ii) in the definition of an extreme rectangular separator.

Following Observation 2, we now turn our attention to computing the set of all extreme rectangular separators. We use 
x(·) to denote the x-coordinate of a point or a vertical edge, and y(·) to denote the y-coordinate of a point or a horizontal 
edge.

First we prove a bound on the total number of extreme separators.

Theorem 3. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with an axis-parallel rectangular imprecision region. 
Then the number of extreme rectangular separators for the set R ∪ B is O (n2) and this bound is tight in the worst case.

Proof. Fig. 3 shows an instance for which there are �(n2) extreme separators, thus proving the lower bound. Next we prove 
the upper bound.

To prove the upper bound, we first observe that the left edge of any extreme separator σ must contain the left edge 
of a blue rectangle (contained in the separator) or the left edge of B, otherwise σ is not extreme. Now fix a left edge eleft
of a blue rectangle, and let S(eleft) be the set of all extreme separators whose left edge contains eleft. We claim that 
|S(eleft)| � 2n, which implies that the total number of extreme separators is O (n2). To prove the claim we will charge each 
separator to a top or bottom edge of a blue region in such a way that each top edge and each bottom edge is charged at 
most once. Our charging scheme is as follows.

Let σ ∈ S(eleft) be an extreme separator. Each of its four edges contains an edge e of a blue rectangle rb such that rb is 
fully contained in the interior of σ . (If not, then σ cannot be extreme.) Let etop and ebot be the edges contained in the top 
and bottom edges of σ , respectively. If the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of etop is greater than the x-coordinate of the 
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Fig. 4. Illustration to show that etop is charged at most once. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)

right endpoint of ebot, then we charge σ to etop; otherwise we charge σ to ebot. Now any edge is charged at most once. 
Indeed, consider a separator σ charged to a top edge etop, and let ptr be the right endpoint of etop. Then the y-coordinate 
of the bottom edge of such a separator is uniquely determined: it can be obtained by taking a separator with left edge 
containing eleft, top edge containing etop, right edge whose top endpoint is ptr, and then moving its bottom edge down as 
far as possible. In other words, the y-coordinate is given by the highest bottom edge of any blue rectangle rb such that rb
lies completely inside the range [x(eleft), x(ptr)] × (−∞, y(etop)]; see Fig. 4. Moreover, once the left, top and bottom edges 
of the separator are fixed, there can only be one position for the right edge. Thus there can indeed be at most one separator 
charged to etop. Similarly, there can be at most one separator charged to any bottom edge ebot. This proves our claim that 
|S(eleft)| � 2n. �

Let S := R ∪ B be a set of n red and blue imprecise points each with an axis-parallel imprecision region. Next we describe 
how to find all extreme rectangular separators for S in O (n2 log n) time. The algorithm is an adaption of the upper-bound 
proof argument in Theorem 3.

Let eleft be a left edge of a blue region. We will show how to report the set S(eleft) of all extreme separators whose 
left edge contains eleft in O (n log n) time. We do so in two rounds. In the first round we report the extreme separators σ
such that the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of etop(σ ) is greater than the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of ebot(σ ), 
where etop(σ ) and ebot(σ ) are the edges contained in the top and bottom edges of σ , respectively. We call this a type (i) 
separator. In the second round we then report in a similar manner all extreme type (ii) separators, which are the separators 
such that the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of etop(σ ) is less than or equal to that of ebot(σ ). Next we describe the 
first round of the algorithm.

Recall from Section 2.1 that the red rectangles together define a red central region C such that at least one element of 
its corresponding test set C must be contained in any possible separator. Thus we may assume that eleft lies to the left of 
region C if C is of type (a) or (c), and to the left of the right edge of region C if C is of type (b) or (d). See Section 2.1 for 
different types of red central regions. We now proceed as follows. Let �(eleft) be the vertical line containing eleft.

1. Remove all blue regions that intersect or are to the left of �(eleft). No matter how the top, bottom, and right edge of 
the separator σ are chosen, these regions cannot be fully contained in the interior of a separator σ whose left edge 
contains eleft, so they can be ignored.

2. Let V be the set of bottom-right vertices of the remaining blue regions.
• Construct a semi-dynamic (deletion-only) data structure Dx on V for the following type of queries: given a query 

x-range (−∞, x), report the top-most point whose x-coordinate lies inside the range.
• Construct a semi-dynamic (deletion-only) data structure Dy on V for the following type of queries: given a y-range 

(y, +∞), report the left-most point whose y-coordinate lies inside the range.
3. Perform a plane-sweep with a horizontal sweep line moving downward. The sweep line will halt at every blue top edge 

etop, and then report the type (i) separator for etop (if it exists). This is done as follows.
When we halt at etop we first remove from Dx and Dy the bottom-right vertex of the blue region corresponding to 
etop. Next we query Dx to find the top-most point with x-coordinate in the range (−∞, x(ptr)), where ptr is the right 
endpoint of etop. Let the vertex q be the answer to the query. (If the query range is empty, then we define y(q) to 
be the y-coordinate of the bottom edge of the rectangle B.) Note that the blue rectangles whose bottom-right vertices 
are still stored in Dx and Dy are exactly the ones that are contained in (x(eleft), +∞) × (−∞, y(etop)), since any 
rectangle intersecting or to the left of �(eleft) has been removed in Step 1, and any rectangle intersecting or above 
the line containing etop has already been removed during the sweep. Similar to the charging argument in the proof of 
Theorem 3, we thus conclude that the type (i) separator containing etop in its top edge (if it exists) must have a bottom 
edge with y-coordinate y(q).
Assuming the red central region C is of type (a) or (b), if y(q) is greater than the y-coordinate of the bottom edge of 
region C then etop does not define a type (i) separator with eleft. Similarly when the red central region C is of type (c) 
or (d), if y(q) is greater than the y-coordinate of the top edge of region C then etop does not define a type (i) separator 
with eleft. In either of the cases we are done with etop and we continue with next horizontal blue top-edge. Otherwise, 
we perform a query in Dy to find the leftmost bottom-right vertex in the range (y(q), +∞). Let q′ be the answer to the 
query. If x(q′) is less than the x-coordinate of the right edge of region C in the case of a red central region of type (a) 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the critical domain and its elementary intervals. Red imprecision segments are thicker than blue imprecision segments. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

or (c), and if x(q′) is less than the x-coordinate of the left edge of region C in the case of a red central region of type (b) 
or (d), then etop does not define a type (i) separator with eleft , and we continue the sweep. Otherwise, before continuing 
the sweep we first report the separator with left edge containing eleft , top edge containing etop, bottom edge through 
q, and right edge through q′ .

Theorem 4. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with an axis-parallel rectangular imprecision region. 
Then we can report all extreme separators for the set R ∪ B in O (n2 log n) time.

Proof. The correctness of our algorithm follows from the discussion above. To prove the time bound we note that the data 
structures Dx and Dy can be implemented in a standard manner using augmented search trees, giving O (log n) query and 
deletion time. Thus the sweep for a fixed eleft runs in O (n log n) time, giving an overall time bound of O (n2 log n). �
2.3. Most likely separators

Finding most likely separators is considerably harder than finding possible separators. We study the 1-dimensional ver-
sion of the problem, where the imprecision regions are intervals on the real line and a linear separator is a point. Suppose 
we are interested in separators that have all red points to the left and all blue points to the right.

For a point x ∈ R define F (x) := Pr[x is a separator]. For a red point r define lengthL(r, x) as the length of the part of 
Ir lying to the left of x, and for a blue point b define lengthR(b, x) as the length of the part of Ib lying to the right of x. 
Obviously the probability that a red point r lies to the correct side of x is equal to fr(x) := lengthL(r, x)/length(Ir), and the 
probability that a blue point b lies to the correct side is fb(x) := lengthR(b, x)/length(Ib). Hence,

F (x) =
∏
r∈R

fr(x) ·
∏
b∈B

fb(x).

Let xmin be the rightmost left endpoint of the red imprecision regions, and let xmax be the leftmost right endpoint of the 
blue imprecision regions. If xmin � xmax then no separator exists, so assume xmin < xmax. Note that F (x) is non-zero exactly 
on the interval (xmin, xmax), which we call the critical domain of F . The endpoints of the imprecision regions inside the 
critical domain partition it into elementary intervals as depicted in Fig. 5. Over each such elementary interval, the function 
F (x) is a polynomial whose degree is upper bounded by the number of imprecision regions containing that elementary 
interval. We now prove that F (x) is unimodal over its critical domain, which means that it has a single local maximum 
there.

Lemma 5. F (x) is unimodal over its critical domain.

Proof. We first prove that F (x) is unimodal in the interior of each elementary interval I = [x1, x2], where we assume 
without loss of generality that x1 = 0. For any red point r with I ∩ Ir = ∅ we have fr(x) = 1 for x ∈ I . (We cannot have 
fr(x) = 0 as I is part of the critical domain.) When I ⊆ Ir , we have fr(x) = (Cr + x)/length(Ir) for a constant Cr (which 
is the length of the part of Ir lying to the left of I). Similarly, for a blue point b for which I ⊆ Ib we have fb(x) =
(C ′

b − x)/length(Ib) for a constant C ′
b (which is the length of the part of Ib lying to the right of the left endpoint of I). Note 

that we must have x � C ′
b within I . Hence, if R(I) and B(I) are the sets of red and blue points whose imprecision regions 

cover I , then for x ∈ I

F (x) = C ·
∏

r∈R(I)

(Cr + x) ·
∏

b∈B(I)

(C ′
b − x), (1)

where C = 1/(
∏

r∈R(I) length(Ir) · ∏b∈B(I) length(Ib)). Thus

F ′(x) = C · F (x) ·
⎛
⎝ ∑

r∈R(I)

1

Cr + x
−

∑
b∈B(I)

1

C ′
b − x

⎞
⎠ , (2)

where F ′ denotes the first derivative of F . Note that F (x) > 0 for x ∈ I , all terms 1/(Cr + x) and 1/(C ′
b − x) are positive, 

the sum 
∑

r∈R(I) 1/(Cr + x) is strictly decreasing while the sum 
∑

b∈B(I) 1/(C ′ − x) is strictly increasing. Hence, F ′(x) = 0 at 
b
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most once inside I or F ′(x) = 0 everywhere inside I . (The latter occurs when R(I) ∪ B(I) = ∅, which happens for at most 
one elementary interval.) Thus F (x) is unimodal inside I .

To extend the analysis to the entire critical domain, we consider two consecutive elementary intervals I1 and I2. Let x∗
be the right endpoint of I1 (which is also the left endpoint of I2). Denote the left and right derivative at x∗ by (F ′)−(x∗)
and (F ′)+(x∗), respectively. We claim that (F ′)−(x∗) > (F ′)+(x∗). Observe that R(I1) ⊇ R(I2). Indeed, a red imprecision 
region cannot start at x∗ since then F (x) = 0 for x ∈ I1. Similarly, B(I1) ⊆ B(I2). From Equation (2) we now see that 
(F ′)−(x∗) > (F ′)+(x∗). Together with the unimodality inside each elementary interval, this means F (x) is unimodal over the 
entire critical domain. �

Lemma 5 allows us to perform a binary search over the critical domain to find the elementary interval I∗ containing 
the most likely separator. At each step of the binary search, we need to evaluate F (x) at a given x, which takes O (n) time. 
Hence, I∗ can be found in O (n log n) time in total. Unfortunately, the most likely separator X∗ is not necessarily one of the 
endpoints of I∗ . (For instance, when R consists of a single imprecision region [0, 1] and B consists of a single imprecision 
region [0.5, 1.5] then the most likely separator is the point x = 0.75.) Moreover, within I∗ the function F (x) is a polynomial 
of possibly very high degree. Hence, we may have to resort to numerical methods to approximate its maximum.

Theorem 6. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points on the real line, each with an imprecision region that is an interval. 
Then we can locate in O (n logn) time and O (n) storage the elementary interval that contains the most likely separator.

3. Weak separability

We now turn our attention to the case where we allow some of the points to be misclassified. The goal is then to find a 
maximal separator, that is, a separator that is expected to correctly classify the maximum number of points.

3.1. Weak separability by a line

For a directed line �, let �− denote the halfplane to the left of � and �+ the halfplane to the right of �. We want to find 
a line � that maximizes G(�), which is defined as the expected number of red points in �− plus the expected number of 
blue points in �+ . For a red point r we define g−

r (�) to be the fraction of the area of Ir lying to the left of �, and for a blue 
point b we define g+

b (�) to be the fraction of the area of Ib to the right of �. Hence, g−
r (�) and g+

b (�) give the probability 
that r and b are classified correctly, respectively, so

G(�) =
∑
r∈R

g−
r (�) +

∑
b∈B

g+
b (�). (3)

To find the maximal separator, we dualize the corners of the imprecision regions, giving us a set L of 4n lines in dual space. 
With a slight abuse of notation we use G(p), for a point p in dual space, to denote the value G(�p) of the line �p in primal 
space whose dual is p. Let GC denote the function G restricted to a cell C of the arrangement A(L). For two neighboring 
cells C and C ′ we can obtain GC ′ from GC by adding, subtracting or modifying one of the terms in (3). Let e be the edge 
of A(L) that is shared between the cells C and C ′ . Assume that e belongs to the line � ∈ L. Then according to whether �
dualizes to a red point or a blue point (in the primal plane) two cases occur. We explain the former case; the latter one 
can be handled similarly. Thus, assume that � dualizes to a red point r. Now if the points in C dualize to lines above r
and above the other three corners of the corresponding red imprecision region, then a term (related to the red imprecision 
region with corner r) is added to GC to obtain GC ′ . If the points in C dualize to lines above r but not above all the other 
three corners of the corresponding imprecision region, then a term is modified in GC to obtain GC ′ . Similarly, if the points in 
C dualize to lines below r then a term is either subtracted from or modified in GC to obtain GC ′ . Hence, we can compute a 
maximal separator by constructing the arrangement A(L) in O (n2) time, traversing the dual graph of the arrangement while 
maintaining the function G , and computing the maximum value of G in each cell C . Within each cell, G is a polynomial of 
degree two whose derivative helps to find the maximum. (Since the maximum inside C can be computed in O (nC ) time, 
where nC is the complexity of C , this takes O (n2) time in total.) We can improve the storage requirements of the algorithm 
by not computing the entire arrangement before we start the traversal, but by computing A(L) using topological sweep [9]. 
Besides the usual information we need to maintain for the sweep, we then also maintain the function GC for each cell C
immediately to the left of the sweep line. This way the maximal separator can be found using only O (n) storage.

Theorem 7. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with an axis-parallel rectangular imprecision region. 
We can compute a maximal linear separator for R ∪ B in O (n2) time using O (n) storage.

3.2. Weak separability by a rectangle

We now turn our attention to the problem of finding an axis-parallel rectangular separator σ that maximizes the sum 
of the expected number of red points inside σ and the expected number of blue points outside σ . This is equivalent to 
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Fig. 6. There must be a maximal separator all of whose edges overlap at least partially with an edge of an imprecision region. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Situation for a recursive call. The regions Ir and Ib should be taken into account inside Z even though they do not have a horizontal edge inside Z . 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

maximizing G(σ ) := ∑
r∈R g−

r (σ ) +∑
b∈B g+

b (σ ), where g−
r (σ ) and g+

b (σ ) denote the fractions of Ir and Ib that are covered 
by the interior and exterior of σ , respectively.

We first observe that there must be a maximal separator such that all of its edges overlap at least partially with an edge 
of an imprecision region. Indeed, if we keep three edges of a separator σ fixed and move the fourth edge e, as illustrated 
in Fig. 6, then G(σ ) changes linearly until we hit an edge of an imprecision region. Hence, there is a direction into which 
we can move e—either growing or shrinking σ —such that G(σ ) does not decrease until we hit an edge. This observation 
implies that there are only O (n4) candidates for the maximal separator. However, we can still compute a maximal separator 
in O (n3 logn) time, as shown next.

Pick two vertical edges of imprecision regions. Let �left and �right be the vertical lines containing these edges, with �left
lying to the left of �right. We will compute the maximal rectangular separator whose left and right edges are restricted 
to be contained in �left and �right, respectively, by a divide-and-conquer algorithm. Let y1, . . . , ym be the y-coordinates of 
the horizontal edges of the imprecision regions that lie at least partially inside the strip defined by �left and �right. We 
can assume these y-coordinates are sorted in increasing order. Let t := m/2�, and let �mid be the line y = yt . The idea is 
to compute the best separators above and below �mid recursively, then compute the best separator intersecting �mid, and 
then take the best of the three separators. Computing the best separator intersecting �mid seems easy: We just compute 
the best separator whose bottom edge is contained in �mid by scanning the possible y-coordinates for the top edge in the 
order yt+1, . . . , ym , do the same for the best separator whose top edge is contained in �mid (this time scanning downward 
over yt−1, . . . , y1) and take the union of the two separators found. However, in the recursive call we may have to take into 
account those imprecision regions whose top and bottom edges fall outside the y-range corresponding to the recursive call; 
see Fig. 7. This will be problematic for the running time. Hence, we refine our algorithm as follows.

In a generic recursive call we are given a rectangle Z bounded from the left by �left, from the right by �right, from below 
by the line y = yi for some 1 � i < m (initially i = 1), and from the top by the line y = y j , for some i < j � m (initially 
j = m). We also have a sorted list of all y-coordinates yi, . . . , y j of the horizontal edges of the imprecision regions that 
intersect Z , with for each y-coordinate a pointer to the imprecision region that generated it. Our goal is to compute the 
best separator contained in Z whose left and right edges are contained in �left and �right, respectively, and whose bottom and 
top edges have y-coordinates chosen from the list. To this end we also need some information to deal with the imprecision 
regions that intersect Z but do not have a horizontal edge intersecting Z .

Consider such a red imprecision region Ir , and consider a separator σ(y) := [xleft, xright] × [yi, y], where xleft and xright
are the x-coordinates of �left and �right, respectively. Define fr(y) to be the fraction of Ir inside σ(y). Note that fr(y) is 
a linear function. Also note that the fraction of Ir inside a separator [xleft, xright] × [y′, y] is given by fr(y) − fr(y′). For a 
blue imprecision region Ib we define fb(y) similarly, except this time we use the fraction of Ib outside σ(y). The extra 
information we need in the recursive call with region Z is the linear function F Z := ∑

r∈R fr + ∑
b∈B fb .
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It remains to describe how to handle the recursive call with rectangle Z . We split Z into two rectangles Z1 and Z2
at y-coordinate yt , where t := (i + j)/2� is the median y-coordinate of the horizontal edges in Z and Z1 is the lower 
rectangle.

Next we compute the functions F Z1 and F Z2 that we have to pass on to the recursive calls for Z1 and Z2. The function 
F Z1 can be computed in linear time as follows. We first determine all imprecision regions that have a horizontal edge in Z
but not in Z1. We compute the functions fr (resp. fb) for all such red (resp. blue) imprecision regions. We add all these 
functions and then add the function F , which represents the contributions of the imprecision regions that already span Z . 
For F Z2 the computations are similar, except that we should subtract F (yt), since F was defined for separators whose 
bottom edge has y-coordinate yi while F Z2 is defined for separators whose bottom edge has y-coordinate yt . Thus both 
F Z1 and F Z2 can be computed in linear time.

We now do recursive calls on Z1 with function F Z1 and on Z2 with function F Z2 , giving us two candidate separators. 
After the recursive calls, we have to find the best separator that intersects y = yt . To this end, we first compute the best 
separator σ ∗

1 contained in Z and of the form [xleft, xright] ×[y, yt] and the best separator σ ∗
2 contained in Z and of the form 

[xleft, xright] ×[yt , y]. Both can be computed by scanning edges of the imprecision regions in order—for the former separator 
we scan downwards from yt , for the latter we scan upwards from yt —and maintaining the expected number of correctly 
classified points. While we scan, we use the function F to account for the contribution of the imprecision regions without 
a horizontal edge inside Z . This way the scans can be implemented so that they run in linear time. The best separator 
intersecting y = yt is now given by σ ∗

1 ∪ σ ∗
2 .

We conclude that we need O (n) time to handle Z , plus the time needed for the calls on Z1 and Z2, leading to a total 
time of O (n log n) to find the best separator whose left and right edges are contained in the lines �left and �right. The overall 
time for the algorithm is therefore O (n3 log n), and the storage is easily seen to be O (n).

Theorem 8. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with an imprecision region that is an axis-parallel 
rectangle. We can compute a maximal rectangular separator for R ∪ B in O (n3 log n) time and O (n) storage.

Horizontal segments as imprecision regions. We can improve the running time even further when the imprecision regions 
are horizontal unit-length segments rather than rectangles.3 As in the case of rectangular imprecision regions, we only have 
to consider separators σ whose left and right edges pass through a vertex of an imprecision region. We will first consider 
a special case of the problem, where the maximal rectangular separator is required to intersect a given horizontal line. The 
solution to this problem will be used as a subroutine in a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the general problem.

The restricted problem. Let �hor be a given horizontal line that contains none of the input segments. We call a rectangular 
separator that intersects �hor a restricted separator. Our goal is to compute a restricted separator that maximizes the expected 
number of correctly classified points. As mentioned above, we only have to consider separators whose left edge passes 
through an endpoint of an imprecision region. Fix an endpoint v , and let �vert denote the vertical line through v . We 
further restrict our separator by requiring that its left edge is contained in �vert . We show how to compute such a maximal 
separator for �vert in O (n

√
n) time, leading to an algorithm for the restricted problem that runs in O (n2√

n) time.
Let I1, . . . , Im be the parts of the imprecision regions in R ∪ B lying to the right of �vert, numbered from top to bottom. 

Let yi denote the y-coordinate of Ii , and let k be such that I1, . . . , Ik lie above �hor and Ik+1, . . . , Im lie below �hor. To 
simplify the notation, we assume that the imprecision regions I1, . . . , Im all have distinct y-coordinates. For 0 � i � m we 
define y′

i to be an (arbitrary) y-coordinate in the range (yi+1, yi), where y0 is the y-coordinate of the top edge of B and 
ym+1 is the y-coordinate of the bottom edge of B. (If the y-coordinate of I1, . . . , Im were not distinct, we would only pick 
y′

i ’s between consecutive but distinct values yi and yi+1.) Now for each 1 � i � k and x > 0, define σi(x) to be the rectangle 
bounded from the left by �vert , bounded from below by �hor, bounded from above by the line y = y′

i , and bounded from 
the right by the vertical line at distance x from �vert. See Fig. 8.

For k < i � m we define σi(x) similarly, except that now σi(x) is bounded from above by �hor and from below by y =
y′

i . Finally, let σ ∗(x) denote the restricted separator whose left edge is contained in �vert and whose right edge lies at 
distance x from �vert for which the expected number of correctly classified points is maximized. Clearly σ ∗(x) is obtained 
by combining the best rectangle from the set {σi(x) : 1 � i � k} with the best rectangle from {σi(x) : k < i � m}. Hence, 
G(σ ∗(x)) = max1�i�k G(σi(x)) + maxk<i�m G(σi(x)).

To find the overall best rectangle, we need to find the maximum of G(σ ∗(x)) over all x > 0. (In fact, we know that we 
only have to consider x-values corresponding to the endpoints of the imprecision regions. However, in our approach we do 
not restrict our attention to those values only.) Thus our strategy is to compute the upper envelopes of the sets of functions 
	 := {G(σi(x)) : 1 � i � k} and 	 := {G(σi(x)) : k < i � m}. Once we have the upper envelopes, we can add them in linear 
time (in the sum of their complexities) to find the best restricted rectangular separator with left edge at �vert. Next we 
describe how to compute E(	), the upper envelope of 	; computing E(	) can be done in a similar way.

3 The results above are stated for rectangular imprecision regions, but it is easily checked that they can be extended to imprecision regions that are either 
rectangles, or horizontal segments, or vertical segments. The goal here is to improve these results when we only have horizontal unit-length segments as 
imprecision regions.
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Fig. 8. The shaded area shows the rectangle σi(x). Red imprecision segments are thicker than blue imprecision segments. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

To compute E(	) we use a divide-and-conquer algorithm. Define 	′ := {G(σi(x)) : 1 � i � t} and 	′′ := {G(σi(x)) : t <

i � k}, where t := k/2�. We will compute E(	′) and E(	′′) separately and merge the resulting envelopes to get E(	). Next 
we explain how to compute E(	′) and E(	′′).

Let S := {I1, . . . , Ik} denote the parts of the imprecision regions above �hor and to the right of �vert, and define S ′ :=
{I1, . . . , It} and S ′′ := {It+1, . . . , Ik} to be the top half and bottom half of the set S of imprecision regions, respectively. 
The function values G(σi(x)) for t < i � k only depend on S ′′ , as all imprecision regions in S ′ are above any rectangle σi(x)
for t < i � k. Hence, we can compute E(	′′) recursively by only considering S ′′ . The function values G(σi(x)) for 1 � i � t
depend on both S ′ and S ′′ . However, each such G(σi(x)) can be obtained by computing G(σi(x)) with respect to S ′ and 
then adding G(σt+1(x)) to take S ′′ into account. Hence, we recursively compute E(	′) with respect to S ′ and then we add 
G(σt+1) to the computed envelope to obtain the true envelope. Note that G(σt+1) can easily be computed in O (n) time.

As mentioned, after computing E(	′) and E(	′′) as just described, we merge them to obtain E(	). Next we analyze 
|E(	)|, the complexity of E(	).

Lemma 9. |E(	)| = O (n
√

n)

Proof. We partition the part of the plane to the right of �vert into O (n) strips by drawing vertical lines through the end-
points of the imprecision regions. Now consider a function G(σi(x)). Since the imprecision regions are unit-length segments, 
the contribution of each red imprecision region Ir to G(σi(x)) is equal to the length of Ir inside σi(x). Similarly, for a blue 
imprecision region Ib , the contribution is its length outside σi(x). This implies that G(σi(x)), which is the sum of all con-
tributions, is linear within each strip. Moreover, the slope of G(σi(x)) is equal to the number of red imprecision regions 
inside the strip that are below yi minus the number of such blue imprecision regions. Note that this implies that the slope 
of G(σi(x)) in adjacent strips differs by at most 1. (This assumes that all endpoints of the imprecision regions have distinct 
x-coordinates. When this is not the case, we can introduce a number of dummy strips of zero width at shared x-coordinates, 
and the argument still goes through.) Using the above observation we can now bound the complexity of the upper envelope 
E(	) using a charging scheme, as follows.

Number the strips from left to right, and consider the j-th strip. Let E j be the set of edges of E(	) that lie in the j-th 
strip. We charge the 

√
n rightmost edges of E j to the j-th strip, and we charge the remaining edges to the function G(σi)

contributing this edge. Obviously the total charge to the strips is O (n
√

n), so it remains to bound the number of times any 
G(σi) can be charged. To bound this number we observe that within a strip the upper envelope is a convex chain, so the 
slopes of the edges on the envelope strictly increase from left to right. Since within each strip we have a collection of linear 
functions (see the discussion above), the upper envelope of the functions is a sequence of line segments with increasing 
slopes from left to right. Since all slopes are integers, this implies that the slope of any function G(σi) that is charged in the 
j-th strip is at least 

√
n smaller than the slope of the function contributing the rightmost edge of the envelope in the strip. 

Because the slope of any function changes by at most 1 from one strip to the next, this implies that it will take at least √
n/2 strips for G(σi) to overtake the function contributing the rightmost edge in the j-th strip. Hence, G(σi) is charged 

O (
√

n) times, which concludes the proof. �
Lemma 9 implies that the running time of our algorithm for the restricted problem satisfies T (n) = 2T (n/2) + O (n) +

O (n
√

n), when we fix the left edge of the rectangular separator to be contained in a vertical line �vert. This solves to 
O (n

√
n). Since �vert can be chosen in O (n) ways, the running time is O (n2√n), and according to |E(	)| the storage is 

O (n
√

n).

Lemma 10. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with an imprecision region that is a unit-length hor-
izontal segment, and let �hor be a horizontal line. Then in O (n2√n) time and O (n

√
n) storage we can compute a maximal rectangular 

separator for R ∪ B that is restricted to intersect �hor .
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The general problem. With the solution for the restricted problem at hand we can easily obtain a divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm for the general problem, where the separator is not required to intersect a given line. To this end we partition the 
plane into two half-planes by a horizontal line �hor, each containing half of the segments (imprecision regions) from R ∪ B . 
We then recursively compute the maximal rectangular separator lying below �hor, and the maximal rectangular separator 
lying above �hor. Finally, we compute the maximal rectangular separator intersecting �hor—this can be done in O (n2√n) by 
Lemma 10—and we take the best of the three separators computed. The total running time T (n) of our algorithm satisfies 
T (n) = 2T (n/2) + O (n2√n), which solves to T (n) = O (n2√n), and the storage required is O (n

√
n).

Theorem 11. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with an imprecision region that is a unit-length 
horizontal segment. We can compute a maximal rectangular separator for R ∪ B in O (n2√n) time and using O (n

√
n) storage.

3.3. Approximate weak separability

Our exact algorithms to compute maximal separators have at least quadratic running time both for linear and for rectan-
gular separators. We now present a simple near-linear (1 − ε)-approximation algorithm for computing maximal separators. 
The approach works for linear as well as rectangular separators and in fact, could also be used when the imprecision regions 
are disks, for instance.

Define R to be a set of ranges corresponding to the type of separator we are interested in: for the linear separability 
R is the set of all possible half-planes, for the rectangular separability problem R is the set of all possible rectangles 
in the plane. First we replace each imprecision region I with a point set PI such that, for any range in R, the fraction 
of points inside the range is a good approximation of the fraction of the area of I that is covered by the range. More 
precisely, for each imprecision region I , we compute a point set PI ⊂ I whose geometric discrepancy with respect to R is 
at most δ1 := ε/8, that is, such that for any range ρ ∈R we have 

∣∣ area(ρ ∩I)/area(I) −|ρ ∩ PI |/|PI | ∣∣� δ1. All I ∈ R ∪ B
use a point set of the same size and the points in each set PI are assigned the same color as I .

Let P R := ⋃
r∈R PIr and P B := ⋃

b∈B PIb be the red and the blue points sets generated for all imprecision regions. We 
reduce the size of P R by computing a δ2-approximation AR of P R with respect to R, that is, a subset AR ⊂ P R such that ∣∣ |ρ ∩ AR |/|AR | − |ρ ∩ P R |/|P R | ∣∣ � δ2 for any range ρ ∈ R, where δ2 := ε/8. The size of P B is reduced similarly, obtaining 
a subset AB ⊂ P B .

Finally, we compute a separator σALG from the class we are interested in—either lines or rectangles—that maximizes

|σ+
ALG ∩ AR |
|AR | · |P R | + |σ−

ALG ∩ AB |
|AB | · |P B |

where σ+
ALG and σ−

ALG denote the parts of the plane that are to the left and right (for lines) or inside and outside (for 
rectangles) our separator. This is done in a brute-force manner, by checking all separators on the point set AR ∪ AB (of 
which there are O (|AR ∪ AB |2) for linear separators and O (|AR ∪ AB |4) for rectangular separators). The following lemma 
proves the approximation ratio of our algorithm.

Lemma 12. Let σALG be the separator computed by our algorithm. Then G(σALG) � (1 − ε) · Opt.

Proof. For a separator σ , let G(σ ) denote the expected number of correctly classified points. Let σopt denote the separator 
that maximizes the expected number of correctly classified points, and let Opt := G(σopt). To simplify notation, we denote 
the region enclosed by σALG by σ+

ALG , and its complement by σ−
ALG . By definition,

G(σALG) =
∑
r∈R

area(σ+
ALG ∩ Ir)

area(Ir)
+

∑
b∈B

area(σ−
ALG ∩ Ib)

area(Ib)

Since our algorithm replaces each region Ip , for p ∈ R ∪ B , with a point set PIp of discrepancy of at most δ1, we have for 
every red point r and blue point b∣∣∣∣area(σ+

ALG ∩ Ir)

area(Ir)
− |σ+

ALG ∩ PIr |
|PIr |

∣∣∣∣� δ1

and ∣∣∣∣∣area(σ−
ALG ∩ Ib)

area(Ib)
− |σ−

ALG ∩ PIb |
|PIb |

∣∣∣∣∣� δ1.

Hence,
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G(σALG) �
1

k

∑
r∈R

|σ+
ALG ∩ PIr | +

1

k

∑
b∈B

|σ−
ALG ∩ PIb | − δ1(|R| + |B|)

= 1

k
· [ |σ+

ALG ∩ P R | + |σ−
ALG ∩ P B | ] − δ1(|R| + |B|)

where k := |PIr | is the number of points we need in the low-discrepancy point sets. (Recall that all I ∈ R ∪ B use a point 
set of the same size.) Since AR and AB are δ2-approximations of P R and P B , respectively, we have∣∣∣∣ |σ+

ALG ∩ P R |
|P R | − |σ+

ALG ∩ AR |
|AR |

∣∣∣∣ � δ2 and

∣∣∣∣ |σ−
ALG ∩ P B |
|P B | − |σ−

ALG ∩ AB |
|AB |

∣∣∣∣ � δ2.

Thus,

G(σALG) �
1

k
· [ |σ+

ALG ∩ P R | + |σ−
ALG ∩ P B | ] − δ1(|R| + |B|)

� 1

k
·
[ |σ+

ALG ∩ AR |
|AR | · |P R | + |σ−

ALG ∩ AB |
|AB | · |P B | − δ2(|P R | + |P B |)

]
− δ1(|R| + |B|)

= 1

k
·
[ |σ+

ALG ∩ AR |
|AR | · |P R | + |σ−

ALG ∩ AB |
|AB | · |P B |

]
− (δ1 + δ2)(|R| + |B|)

� 1

k
·
[

|σ+
opt ∩ AR |
|AR | · |P R | + |σ−

opt ∩ AB |
|AB | · |P B |

]
− (δ1 + δ2)(|R| + |B|)

(as σALG maximizes the expression between the square brackets)

� 1

k
·
[(

|σ+
opt ∩ P R |
|P R | − δ2

)
· |P R | +

(
|σ−
opt ∩ P B |
|P B | − δ2

)
· |P B |

]

− (δ1 + δ2)(|R| + |B|)
= 1

k
·
[

|σ+
opt ∩ P R | + |σ−

opt ∩ P B |
]
− (δ1 + 2δ2)(|R| + |B|)

= 1

k
·
[ ∑

r∈R

|σ+
opt ∩ P Ir | +

∑
b∈B

|σ−
opt ∩ P Ib |

]
− (δ1 + 2δ2)(|R| + |B|)

=
∑
r∈R

|σ+
opt ∩ PIr |
|PIr |

+
∑
b∈B

|σ−
opt ∩ PIb |
|PIb |

− (δ1 + 2δ2)(|R| + |B|)

�
∑
r∈R

area(σ+
opt ∩ Ir)

area(Ir)
+

∑
b∈B

area(σ−
opt ∩ Ib)

area(Ib)
− 2(δ1 + δ2)(|R| + |B|)

= Opt − 2(δ1 + δ2)n

Since Opt � n/2 (we can always correctly classify the larger of the sets R and B) it suffices to have δ1 + δ2 � ε/4 in order 
to achieve the claimed bound. �
Theorem 13. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each with a rectangular imprecision region. We can 
compute a (1 − ε)-approximation of the maximal linear separator for R ∪ B in O ( n

ε6 log2 1
ε ) time. A (1 − ε)-approximation of the 

maximal rectangular separator for R ∪ B can also be computed in O ( n
ε9 log5 1

ε ) time.

Proof. We first prove the bounds for the case of rectangular separators. For each imprecision region I , the algorithm gen-
erates a point set PI of size O ((1/δ1) log(1/δ1)) whose discrepancy for axis-parallel boxes is at most δ1. Note that point 
sets PI have all the same size. The Van der Corput set has this property [21, Section 2.1]. In the second step, the algorithm 
computes δ2-approximations for P B and P R using a result by Matoušek [22], which states that a (1/r)-approximation of 
size O (r2 log r) for a point set with m points can be computed in time O (m(r2 log r)d), where d is the exponent of the so-
called shatter function of the underlying range space. For rectangles we have d = 4, so plugging in m = O (n(1/δ1) log(1/δ1))

and r = 1/δ2 gives a δ2-approximation of size O ((1/δ2)
2 log(1/δ2)) in time O (n(1/δ1) log(1/δ1)(1/δ2)

8 log4(1/δ2)). Since 
the size of the δ2-approximations is constant, the last step of the algorithm takes constant time. (For simplicity we ig-
nore the additive term in the running time which only depends on ε and not on n.) Thus, the algorithm will run in 
O ((1/δ1) log(1/δ1)n(1/δ2)

8 log4(1/δ2)) time for rectangular separators. Since δ1 = δ2 = ε/8, we get the claimed running 
time.
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When we are looking for linear separators, we need to replace each imprecision region with a point set PI that has 
discrepancy at most δ1 for half-planes. For this we simply take a regular grid of k × k points inside I . For a suitable 
value k = O (1/δ1) the discrepancy of the grid is easily seen to be at most δ1. (In fact, it is known that there exists a 
set of O (1/δ

4/3
1 ) points whose half-plane discrepancy is at most δ1 [21, Chapter 5]. Since the construction algorithm for 

this set is more complicated and randomized, we use the grid instead, at the cost of a slight increase in the dependency 
on ε in our final bound.) The rest of the algorithm is the same as the other case. Since the exponent of the shatter 
function for half-planes is 2, the algorithm will run in O (n(1/δ1)

2(1/δ2)
4 log2(1/δ2)) time for linear separators, which is 

O (n(1/ε)6 log2(1/ε)). �
4. Concluding remarks

We believe that the set of problems that we studied are only a first step in studying geometric separating problems in 
an imprecise context, and many interesting problems remain to be studied. An obvious direction is to study other types of 
imprecision regions, such as disks. Second, studying separability in higher dimensions, or with other types of separators, 
are interesting directions for further research. Furthermore, it would be interesting to find maximal separators when the 
probability distributions in the imprecision regions are not uniform but, say, Gaussian.
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